GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA
DEPARTMENT OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION


From
Dr. M.V. REDDY, I.A.S.
Director of Technical Education
Telangana State, Hyderabad

Dated: 20-09-2016

To
1. The Managing Director,
APEWIDC
2. The Managing Director,
TSMSIDC
3. Chief Engineer, R&B (Rural Roads), Hyderabad
4. Chief Engineer, Panchayat Raj
Department, Hyderabad

Sir,

Sub: TECHNICAL EDUCATION -Minutes of the review meeting held on
Polytechnics - Communicated - Reg.

----oooo----

While communicating the enclosed copy of Minutes of the meeting convened
by the Director of Technical Education, T.S., to review the ongoing works with
executing agencies and Principals of Government Polytechnics on 16.09.2016 at
11.30 AM, all the HODs in the address entry are hereby requested to take up the
follow up actions immediately.

Encl: As above

Yours faithfully
Sd/- Dr. M.V. REDDY
DIRECTOR

To
✓ The Principals of all the Govt. Polytechnics under the control of TE department.
The Regional Joint Director (TE), Hyderabad.
Copy submitted to the Special Chief Secretary, Higher Education,
Telangana Secretariat, Hyderabad,
Copy submitted to the Special Secretary, (Sri. Rajashekar Reddy garu) C.M. Office,
Telangana Secretariat, Hyderabad.
Copy submitted to the Personal Secretary to Hon’ble Deputy CM & Minister for
Education, Telangana Secretariat, Hyderabad.
Copy to the Stock File/ Spare.

For DIRECTOR

[Signature]
21/9/16

GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA
DEPARTMENT OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION

Minutes of the Meeting convened by The Director of Technical Education, at Prof Jaya Shankar conference Hall, O/o Director of Technical Education to review the ongoing works with Executing Agencies and Principals of Government Polytechnics concerned at 11.30AM on 16/09/2017.

A meeting is convened by Dr. M.V. Reddy, IAS, Director of Technical Education (DTE) at Prof Jaya Shankar Conference Hall, Nampally to review the progress of works pertaining to department of Technical Education at 11.30 AM on 16/09/2016.

The meeting is chaired by DTE, and the following officers are present.

1. Sri. J.V.S.N. Murthy, Joint Director, (T.E)
2. Sri. N. Narayana Reddy, Regional Joint Director, Hyd
3. Sri K. Ramulu, Principal, GPT, Masabtank, Hyderabad
4. Sri. P. V. Raghvendra Reddy, Principal, Q.Q. GPT, Hyderabad
5. Sri G. Giribabu, Principal, GPT, Yadagirigutta, Nalgonda (Dist.),
6. Sri. P. Shyamsunder Reddy, Principal, J. N. GPT, Ramanthapur, Hyderabad
7. Sri I. Somasundar Rao, Principal, S.S. GPT, Zaheerabad
8. Dr. A. Lingam, Principal, GPT, Nalgonda
9. Sri. M. Radhakishan, Principal, GPT, Kataram
10. Sri Y. Narasala Goud, OSD/ Principal, GPT, Medchal, R.R. Dist.
11. Sri. Anil Chouhan, OSD/ Principal, GMRP, Uttooor
12. Sri. B. Kutumba Sastry, OSD/ Principal, GPT, Nagarjuna Sagar
13. Sri. J. M. Srinivas, Principal (FAC), GPT, Nandipet
14. Sri. B. Ramkishan, Principal (FAC), GPT, Nizamabad
15. Sri. S. Seenivas, Principal (FAC), GPT, Kosgi
16. Sri. B. Rajagopal, Principal (FAC), Dr. BRAGMRP, Karimnagar
17. Sri. B. Krishna, Principal (FAC), GPT, Vikarabad
18. Sri. S. M. AKram, Principal (FAC), GPW (M), Badangpet
19. Dr. M. Srinivasulu, Principal (FAC), GPT, Madhira
20. Dr. T. Ramesh, Principal (FAC), GPT, Nirmal
21. Sri. A. Kanthalah, Principal (FAC), GPT, Koratla
22. Sri. M. Ramaprased, Principal (FAC), GPT, Parkal
23. Sri. B. David Raju, Principal (FAC), GPT, Sangareddy
24. Sri. S. Rajkumar, Principal (FAC), SS. GPT, Adilabad
25. Sri. S. Shivakumar, Principal (FAC), GPT, Siddipet
26. Smt. A. Malathi, Principal (FAC), GPT, Cherial
27. Smt. P. Janaki Devi Principal (FAC), SRRS, GPT, Siricilla
28. Smt. P. Parameshwari, Principal (FAC), KDR GPT, Waranaparthi
29. Sri J. Nagasesh, EWIDC, Nalgonda
30. Sri K. Venkateshwarlu E.E, Medak R&B
32. Sri V. Nageshwar Rao, DED, Nalgonda, TSEWIDC
33. Sri S. Siva Kumar Dy. E.E, O/o S.E, TSEWIDC
34. Sri G. Srinivas, Dy. E.E Khammam, TSEWIDC
35. Sri T. Venkateshwar Rao, Dy. E.E, TSMSIDC
36. Sri V. J. Diwakar, E.E, H.O., TSMSIDC
37. Sri M. Anil Kumar E.E, EWIDC
38. Sri C. V. V. Prasad, Assistant Director, O/O DTE
39. Sri Md Sadiq Naick Assistant Director, o/o DTE

At the outset, Director, Technical Education has welcomed all the participants and deliberated about the problems faced by students studying in Government Polytechnics. The DTE stated that proper Education could not be imparted to students studying in Polytechnics due to short fall in Buildings, lab Infrastructure and Hostels. Students also not able to concentrate on their Education as they have to spend lot of time in commuting. He requested officers of
Engineering Department and Technical Education department to work in coordination and strive for high standards in Technical Education.

The department wise review as follows

1) Telangana State Medical Services Infrastructure Development Corporation:

The works taken up by TSMSIDC are all under progress.

1. Construction of Government Polytechnic building at Sanga Reddy is at finishing stage. Budget required up to March 2017 is Rs 303.78 Lakhs. The E.E., TSMSIDC informed that additional budget is required for constructing compound wall and first floor. Principal GPT, Sangarddy is permitted to occupy buildings after completion of approach roads. Further principal is requested to submit proposals for furniture and lab equipment.

2. Construction of Academic Block at KDR GPT Wanaparthi is also at plastering completed and remaining works under progress. Budget required up to March 2017 is Rs 145.00Lakhs. The probable date of completion is 31.10.2016.

3. Balance work to GPT, Vikarabad is under progress. Budget requested up to March 2017 is Rs 172.00Lakhs. The probable date of completion is 31.05.2016.

The DTE requested the TSMSIDC officials to hand over all works by Deepavali festival i.e., 30.10.2016.

2) Roads and Buildings Department.

1. The Construction of New building for Government Polytechnic (Women), Jogipoet is at finishing stage, painting works are under progress. Probable date of completion is 31.10.2016. The Budget requirement up to March 2017 is Rs 150 lakhs.

2. Construction of women’s Hostel is at plinth level.

3. The DTE requested the R&B officials to speed up the work and hand over Polytechnic Buildings by Dasara Festival. R&B official agrees to do so.

3) Telangana State Education and Welfare Infrastructure Development Corporation.

The TSEWIDC is executing majority of works pertaining to Technical Education Department. All critical works are reviewed.

A) Works under RIDF-schemes:

1. All works under RIDF-18 scheme are completed except works at GPT, Nandipet (RIDF-18). The Principal, GPT Nandipet has informed that construction of compound wall is required as buildings are constructed in abandoned tank and students are facing problems due to water logging.

2. DTE, requested the S.E, TSEWIDC to come with a plan to solve the problem of water logging and instructed TE officials to inform the same to Government about the status.

3. Principal, GPT Kataram has informed that, there is a low laying area, where compound wall is not constructed. The DTE requested the SE, TSEWIDC to submit proposals for construction of compound wall and final bills for the works done under RIDF-19. The SE, TSEWIDC, agreed to submit proposals with in week.

4. The Principal GPT Kataram and Principal, GPT, Cheriyal requested to provide HT Power supply so that uninterrupted supply is given to Polytechnics. The DTE agreed and requested the the Principals concerned obtain estimates from Authorities concerned and submit the proposals.
5 Government Polytechnic Kosigi is at finishing stage. The principal, GPT, Kosigi informed that though they are functioning in new buildings, water supply is to be restored. The E,E, TSEWIDC has informed that he will handover building before Dasara festival.

6 The DTE has reviewed the status of supply of furniture and Lab Equipment under RIDF-19 schemes.

7 The SE, TSEWIDC has informed that furniture and Computers are supplied in six Polytechnics where buildings are ready. HE further informed that Tender schedules for lab Equipment is prepared.

8 The DTE instructed the TE official to constitute a expert committee for vetting the specifications and items proposed by TSEWIDC. The committed constituted so will give recommendations for furniture also as certain principals expressed that very heavy work benches are supplied.

9 The DTE, reviewed the status of works under RIDF-20 scheme. The SE, TSEWIDC is requested submit bills for works done at GPT, Medchal immediately as works are already delayed due to lad issues. The SE,TSEWIDC agreed to do so immediately.

10 The E,E, TSEWIDC, informed that construction of GPT,Vaddepalli is delayed due to non availability of sand.

11 TSEWIDC officials are informed that first phase of building for GPT, Husnabad need to be completed by Dec 2016 for AICTE approval.

12 The status of works under RIDF-21 is reviewed, All works are under Progress.

13 All principals of new Government Polytechnics are informed that ,they shall make necessary arrangements for getting the AICTE approval to shift to new premises like getting approvals from competent authority etc.,

B) Works under Normal State Plan.

1 Brick work is under progress for GPT jogipet. Budget required up to March is Rs209.11 Lakhs. Probable date of completion is 29.03.2017.

2 Brick work is under progress for Hostel at GPT jogipet. Budget required up to March is Rs 316.95 Lakhs. Probable date of completion is 29.03.2017.

3 Additional Rooms at QQ GPT, Hyderabad are completed and Handed over. Bills worth Rs26.29 lakhs are pending with PAO.

4 Brick work is under Progress at GPWM, Badabgp. Budget required up to march is Rs 130.00Lakhs. Probable date of completion is 28.02.217

5 Principals of GPT Nalgonda, GPT, Nizamabad have stated that works sanctioned in their polytechnics are not started. It is further informed that all non started works stands cancelled in view of budget limitations and they will be shifted to RIDF schemes.

6 Principal, GPT Masabtank has informed that construction of additional rooms is stopped for want of structural stability certificate. The E,E, TSEWIDC Hyderabad has informed that THE buildings are not suitable for construction of additional floor as informed by JNTU civil Engineering Department. The principal is permitted to submit alternate proposals.

C) Construction of Women’s Hostels under CASP schemes:

1. Construction of Women’s Hostel at GPW, Warangal is delayed. Expenditure incurred is only Rs 61.00 Lakhs.

2 Women’s Hostels at, JNGP, Ramanthapur, and GPW, Badangpet are completed. The E.E concerned informed final bills are not yet submitted
3 Principal GPW, Badangpet informed that they need additional works for Women's Hostel such as bore well, Kitchen and compound wall. These works can be taken up from savings.

4 The DTE requested the SE, TSEWIDC to submit a consolidated proposals for incomplete works at all polytechnics with justification so as take further action in the matter.

4. PANCHAYAT RAJ:

1. EE, PR Siddipet has informed that works at Hostel for GPT, Siddipet to the extent of additional sanction are completed. Principal, GPT, Siddipet has informed that there are still pending works. Principal GPT, Siddipet is requested to submit proposals for additional works

The DTE concluded the meeting at 1.45 PM.

Sd/- Dr. M. V. REDDY
DIRECTOR

[Signature]

For DIRECTOR

[Signature]